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FOREWORD

This is the thlrty-first in a monthly report series
reviewing Soviet Aevelopments in'selected problems
in astrophysics and geophysics. It is based on ma-
terials received at the-Aerospace Information Divi-
sion in November 1962.

Topics covered in this series are

I. Ionospheric electron concentrations
II. Solar radiation and the ionosphere
I1. Van Allen belts and cosmic rays
IV. Telluri6 currents
V. Atmospheric electricity
VI. Nuclear bursts in the atmosphere

VII. Satellite and missile data
VIII. Arctic and antarctic communications

TX. Meteorology of the upper atmosphere

Materials in this report deal with Topic I.



AID Report P-63-23
Work Assignment No. 3
13 February 1963

TOPIC II. SOLAR RADIATION AND THE IONOSPHERE

1) Dravskikh, A. F. Statistical regularities in the spectra
of solar radio-emission bursts and possible mechanisms of
emission. Solnechnyye dannyye 1962 g.: Byulleten,, no. 4,
1962, 58-63.

Observations of the spectra of solar radio-emission bursts
were made from 1958 through 1960 in the Main Astronomical Ob-
servatory on two- and three-component spectrographs. The spec-
tral densities of the streams of emission were measured on two
and three frequencies near that of the line of excited hydrogen
(v = 9850 mc),' Measurements were also made of the dependence
of the spectral density of the burst-emission stream on the fre-
quency, ds well as the dependence of the residual intensity on
the-line frequeny. Conclusions; 1) The most characteristic
spectrum of radio bursts with n =.- 0.75 in the wavelength re-
glonnear three centimeters can not be described by the thermal
radiation of an isotropic plasma, assuming arbitrary gradients
of electron temperature and concentration. 2) The most charac-
teristic-spectrum of the fairly small bursts in this region can-
be described by the thermal radiation of a magnetically active
plasma in the presence of a constant magnetic field with an in-
tensity exceedsng 1000 gs. 3) The most characteristic spectrum
of bursts can be described by the synchrotron 2adiation of rela-
itivistic electrons in the presence of a magnetic field with an
intensity of less than 1000 gs. Of the two radiation mechanisms
the latter corresponds more closely to reality. 4) In the light
of present ideas on the synchrotron mechanism of radiation, the
most characteristic change of the spectrum in the process of
burst development (maximum n at burst maximum) can be explained
by the change in the energy spectrum of relativistic electrons
when the emission of the faster particles corresponds to the
burst maximum, or else by an increase in the magnetic field at
,burst maximum as, for example, the Vesult of compression. 5) Ob-
serVation of the excited-hydrogen line (k = 3.04 cm)indicates a
nonequilibrium distribution of hydrogen atoms among the states
22 P ,. 23S&/a in the bursts and the presence of a cold medium in
the lburstsor along the path of emission propagatioi
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2) Fomenko, B. D. Properties of corpuscular streams of the
M-type, detected by their action on the troposphere.
Astronomlcheskiy zhurnal, v. 39, no. 5, 1962, 833-839.

QBl.A47

Correlations between corpuscular streams and phenomena in
the troposphere are investigated by the author on the basis of
M-perturbations of the geomagnetic field. The M-perturbations
are associated with special active regions on the sun. The
author considers the solar flocculi to be the active places
from which the corpuscular streams depart. Corpuscular streams
act on the upper layers of the atmosphere, and this action in-
fluences the state of the troposphere. The study of the corre-
lations between the corpuscular streams and the M-perturbations
is carried out using the method of superposition of epochs. The
results are presented graphically.

Meteorological data are taken from Soviet stations, the
M-perturbations being compared with che state of the atmospheric
pressure. The meteorological data are processed by the method
of superposition of epochs, which include several cycles of
solar activity. The curves contain many maxima before and after
the passage of flocculi through the center of the solar disk.
The author especially notes the maximum on the sixth day after
the passage and connects it with the action of the corpuscular
stream. The other maxima are explained as the influence of
other groups of flocculi.

Author's Association: Volgograd Pedagogic Institute.

Conment: The author's curves characterizing the connection
of the M-perturbations with the corpuscular streams of flocculi
and the atmospheric pressure changes show many maxima. The
author, however, stresses only the maximum which happens to coin-
cide with the sixth day after passage of flocculi through the
solar disk center. This maximum slightly exceeds the other max-
ima, but does not otherwise differ from them., The author assumes
corpuscular departure from flocculi to occur in a radial direc-
tion from the disk center. Flocculi, however, are not a fixed
phenomenon on the solar surface; they change their position. It
is impossible for each flocculus group to pass through the disk
center during solar rotation, because these groups are bound to
definite solar parallels. The radial departure of corpuscular
streams has not yet been proved. The author's assumption of the
correlation' between meteorol9gical elements and corpuscular
streams of 300 km/sec velocity can only be accepted with reser-
vations, since the solar escape velocity is 617 km/sec.
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3) Gel'freykh0, G. B. Estimating magnetic field intensity in
regions of solar radio-emission bursts in the centimeter
range. Solnechnyye dannyye 1962 g.: Byulletent, no, 3,
1962, 50-55.

An attempt is made to utilize the measurements of the de-
gree of ellipticity of the polarized componentlof radio bursts
arrived at by Akabane (references given) to determine the value
of the magnetic field, Formulas derived for tht intensity of
the field yield a value of H = 550 gs. This value refers to a
layer bordering the emitting region. It is concluded that a
strong gradient of the magnetic field is present at the border
of the emitting region. It should be of such magnitude that
after passage through the .transition region the character of
polarization remains the same as it was at its inner border, It
is believed possible that physical conditions of this sort exist
in the front of a shock wave. The presence of the linearly po-
larized component of radio emission could then serve as an indi-
cator of shock. waves associated with chromospheric flares.

Comment. See also AID Work Assignment No. 3, Report 19,
Topic II, Abstract 8.

4) el~freyk%, 3, B., Thermal model of a burst in the centi-
meter ran e., Solnechnyye dannyye 1962 g.. Byulleten',
no. 5, 1962, 67-75.

The cur've representing the intensity and degree of polari-
zation as a function of time is examined in an attempt to sup-
port the hypothesis of the thermal nature of solar radio emis-
sion in the centimeter range, A series of bursts was observed
at A = 2., 2 cm on the polaimeter at Pulkovo in the period July-
September l9ol, A burst that occurred on 19 July 1961, equiva-
lent to about )0% of the intensity of the quiet sun, was ana-
lyzed in detail,, The specific characteristics of the flux and
polarization curves derived from this burst are attributed to
the !sotr'o. ,c expansion of thc condensation of matter in the
corona according to the law n,.T-3/1 = const., as well as to the
constancy of the expansion rate. It is believed that if c.enti-
meter--range bursts are connected with such phenomena as the ex-
pansion of co.coral condcnsation, then the role of the latter
must also be substaitial in other c;oronal processes, The mass
of the emibtiug condensation, N..mH-5-l0 1 6 gm, is two to three
orders lcss than trie mass of the corona, X-ray and ultraviolet
radiation of 1G28 - i029 ergs are comparable to both the optical
radiation and x-rcaiiation of flares,, It has been shown by
Hachen1berg and .iilger (reference given) that the moments of onset
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of centimeter bursts correspond to the onset of x-radiation
associated with flares. It is rioted that the rate of conden-
sation expansion obtained in this study, viz., 2000 km/sec, is
of the same order as the velocity of the agent causing Type II
bursts. These latter usually follow directly after bursts in
the centimeter range. Acceptance of this model is complicated
mainly by the question of the origin of the hot, dense conden-
sation, the expansion of which governs the shape of the curve
of the burst. Within the limits of the thermal radiation mech-
anism, the inhomogeneity of the medium may be lessened and the
contribution of the magnetic-braking radiation may be taken in-
to account.

5) Ivanchuk, V. I. On the nature of arc formations in the solar
corona. Solneclnyye dannyye 1962 g.: Byulleten', no. 3,
1962, 61-68.

The structural formations and arc systems in the solar corona
are discussed as a function of the action of magnetic fields.
Among the arguments in favor of the idea that the arcs are flat
formations (materialized"arcs )f the magnetic lines of force)are
the following: 1) arcs adjacent to polar ray systems most often
reproduce the form of the latter; 2) arc systems often show a
structural resemblance to coronal fans; 3) prominences are usually
found in the center of arc systems; 4) if the arcs were shells,
it would be difficult to find a stable configuration of magnetic
lines of force frozen in the coronal matter comprising the "skel-
eton" of the shell; 5) it would be very difficult to explain
theoretically the generation of arcs solely as frontal surfaces
of acoustic or shock waves. An explanation of the generation of
arcs can perhaps be found by examining the relationship between
the coronal arcs and the centers of prominences therein contained.
Some 90% of prominences arise as a result of the cooling and con-
densation of coronal matter under the influence of magnetic
forces. The magnetic field greatly hinders heat exchange between
trapped matter and the surrounding plasma, as well as the diffu-
sion of the former into the latter, thereby promoting the devel-
opment of prominences. Arc structures of the magnetic field are
most effective in this process. The development of prominences
in the magnetic arc eventually results in the breakdown of the
frozen condition, and the prominence is drawn into the chromo-
sphere. The magnetic are liberated from the cold matter scatters
less solar light and is transformed into a dark nonluminous arc,
the coronal arc. The author presents formulas for computing
various arc parameters. The degree of corpuscular activicy in
the region of the arc and fan systems may be estimated from
knowledge of the parametdrs of the arc. Values of 0.0 - 0.3 gs
are obtained for the intensity of the magnetic field at the
crest of the arc.
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Author's Association: Department of Astronomy, Kiyev State
University.

Comment: See also AID Work Assignment No. 3, Report 24,
Topic II, Abstract 16.

6) Ivanov-Kholodnyy, G. S., and G. M. Nikol'skiy. Short-wave
solar radiacion and the structure of the solar atmosphere in
active and undisturbed regions. Astronomicheskiy zhurnal,
v. 39, no. 5, 1962, 777-791. QBl.A 47

An attempt is made to construct a model of the intermediate
layer of the solar atmosphere, i.e., the layer between the
chronosphere and the corona. The study is based on an analysis
of eNp erimental data on solar radiation of wavelengths less than
3000 A and the "generalized emission measure"

A !'n2 T- * dh,
e

hi

which depends upon the temperature of ion radiation in the inter-
mediate layer. ne is the electron concentration and h the
height. This problem has been treated in earlier papers by the
authors (See AID Work Assignment No. 3, Reports 13, 28, and 29).

If the excitation of short-wave radiation lines of ions at
a concentration of m (i) occurs by electron impact and the number
of excitations is compensated by the number of spontaneous tran-
sitions, the equation of Agi is

Api f S nT-/ dh 2.3.1012 IX . (i)e XfW'(X, Tm) n (i)
h(T )

where I is the line intensity in ergs/cm2 sec at the earth, A the
wavelength of excitation in , % is the relative content bf the
element with respect to hydrogen, T. and T2 are temperatures
characterizing the ion zone, Tm is the temperature at which the
ion emission in the line attains its maximum, and W'l 1 -3/2 is the
probability of excitation by electron impact.

Computations show that in regions where the temperature T
exceeds 5.104 degrees, ionization by electron impact is str, :ger
than photoionization. This is the reason, in the authors' opin-
ion, for the extremely strong excitation of helium luminescence
in such regions. The numerical values of Aq i are computed from
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obsevational data of Western scientists in the 60-1300 A wave-
length range (reference given) and represented in tabular form.
The lines used appeared during atomic transitions in the basic
state.

The tempeature increases in the solar atmosphere, attain-
ing a maximum in the inner corona and then dropping off slowly.
In the vicinity of T -106 degrees, Ayi consists of two compo-
nents with respect 'o the intermediate layer and the corona.
The coronal compone.LJ of Aci predominates in some layers of the
upper atmosphere, especially in the contact layer between the
intermediate layer and the corona.

The authors consider the atmosphere above the active region
as an independent atmosphere insulated from the undisturbed re-
gions. The independent existence of the active and undisturbed
regions may result from the influence of magnetic fields. '±he
change of temperature depends upon the electron concentration
in the active and undisturbed regions. In the intermediate
layer the polytropic law Tnk =Cistcue. k is equal to 2.5, and
the ratio Ca/Cu of the constants of active and undisturbed re-
gions is about 2.5. The temperature of active regions is higher
than that of the undisturbed regions at the same electron con-
centration. The authors compared their model of the Intermedi-
ate layer w:ith the models of Oster, Christiansen, et al. The
Oster model is true for the central part of the intermediate
layer. The Oster values are too high for T<4-104 aid too low
for T>1)l0 5 . The values of Christiansen differ markedly from
the authors' numerical values.

The authors conclude that their model best characterizes
the average state of the solar atmosphere, taking into con-
sideration the Vact that some active and undisturbed regions
differ physically from each other. The active and undisturbed
regions on the sun change during the activity phases, not only
geometrically but physically as well.

Authors' Association: Institute of Applied Geophysics,
Academy of Sciences USSR; Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism,
the Ionosphere, and Radio-Wave Propagation, Academy of Sciences
USSR.

Comment: This investigation is a continuation of earlier
work abstracted in Reports 13 and 23 of Work Assignment No. 3.
The model of the solar atmosphere is important for studies in
solar physics. The dependence of the general measure of emis-
sion upon the temperature and electron concentration in act "e
and disturbed regions is determined Dnly in an average form,
which does noi reveal the physical law which holds true
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in -these Lvegioxis. Discrepancies in the reSUlIts obtained by var-
ious authors ind. Jcate tnbt the methods applied cdre unsuitable
for investigating the physics of the solar atmnosphere: Itt would
be desirable to continue the study, using more suitable methods
in which all the proincipal J,7ctors atre taker, into consideration.

7) K-risenko, L. 1.1 -and Ft. 1q. Chlirkova. 8pectriophotornetry of
line Z of Ca+ in thu ilre of 30 August 1960. IN. iMaarlkov.
Unile±sitet. Ast;ronumi che skaya obServat orlya. Tsivkulyar,

A detailed study is mad2 - of the pr-ofile of line A" of OJ ini
the chr6mosphe3.i1c .flarc of J() August 1960. The flare spectrum
was obtained. on the Kar'kov Astronomical Observatory spectro-
helioscope in combination with the spectrograph. Three spectra,
were obltaaned. JXnvresti,-.ation of the profilc showed the presence
of small displa cements near the spot and additional emissions
in the red and v:I!olet wings, The profiles of line K for diffejc-
ent spectra are shoivm graphicolly. Examnination of the piroflles
shows: 1) The win,, of linc 9 in the flar~e are somewhat el,,,
vated. 2) Thie linde profiles in tbe first Jpau(.trum are ~n
symmeteical. Thele L3 a smnall displacemiiit soul4 of' the sa
towards the red end1, ind no,-rth of the spot totuards the violet,.
3) In tho seeond spectrum there is a larger displacement in the
same places zand i*zi the samxe directions. 11) Deformation i; 3 's,,o
in the third ~pLt~nnor- h of the spot. In tne center of the
iine. emiSPsioii is obiserv 'ed 'in A 3 equal in value to the emlssaiyas
in 1

K2V anj A' 2 x There is emission from the violbt end for, a
distance of 1A, ii the ispot region a small emission from the
violet end, and ;sou.th of tne spot from the red end, is also
notIced. The intensi-.y of the o mission roachC-s 0. 3I of that of
a, continiuous spectrum; It,, diouance from, the center of the line
is 1 - 1.5 A. Ati Mustell and Severnyy (refexrencce given) izug ,pt,
Ihe additiona-L urasi-oni 1, probaibly associotcd ivithrers jc
.';Ion, the veloc ity (_f which amounts to =77 lo/sec.- 5) In all
'three spectra for t;he flare above the spot, the equivalent width
and residual iriiten.-;it4.es of line A are great, al though, the in-
tenslary of the flae n this, place is less than in others.
Here, apparont' y, a cuntrzat effect t-kes place, caused by the
great(-:: de.p- h of' line, Y/ ii d A- in the spot than irn the photo-
ophere. Thio al., o: c_-euc.u. the apparent onhunc,_ement of emission
in the fl-rie zbo-,e. !-.iie biput. Measucement of sectors of the
spec(trum fiee o.)I ab ,rption lines Ani the photopero ar d Ttl~so
yields a value 1 .1 1.S. Slight asyiuiietry or some of

tihe h-line prol ii co may have been caused by the Evershed rf'fect near the 21pot.



8) Kurt, V. G. On the problem of the relative intensities of
coronal lines Fe XIII A, 10747 and A. 10798. Astronomicheskiy
zhurnal, v. 39, noi 5, 1962, 792-797, QBlA47

During the solar eclipse of 15 February 1961, the coronal
lines of 10747 and 10798 A were obtained through the use of a
special spectrograph. The equivalent widths - of both lines
were obtained by photometric processing and then related to the
total continuous spectrum of the corona.

The characteristic property of the 14nes is their "satura-
tion", i.e., the equivalent width does not change with the dis-
tance. The equation for the stationary state of the coronal
plasma contains the electron concentration, the electron tem-
perature, and the radiation temperature determining the photo-
excitation. The population of Fe XII on the level 3 Po is de-
termined from the ratio of concentrations at successive stages
in the ionization of iron. It is assumed that iron ions exist
only in stages of ionization from Fe IX to Fe XV. On the basis
of these assumptions the volumetric brightness of the lines
10747 and 10798 A is determined and their ratio found. The
pdpulations of the levels 3 pl, 3P2, ID, are computed, using the
iron line model.

Author's Association: State Astronomical Institute im.
P. K. Shternberg.

9) Kuzlmina, V. A., A. V. Nevel'skiy, and Z. N. Shukstova.
Photometry of the solar corona of 15 Feb uary 1961.
Solnechmyye dannyye 1962 g.: Byulleten' no. 4, 1962,
68-77.

The results of photometric processing of negatives of the
corona obtained during, the total solar eclipse of 15 Feb 1961
are presented. Photography was performed from an UV-2 air-
craft, using an HAA-6/50 camera. The survey was made above
the cloud layer at an altitude of 5500 m as the.aircraft passed
over'Kourovka near Sverdlovsk, where most of the expedition's
equipment was located. Photos were made on AR-10 panchromatic
film. The moon at approximately full-moon phase was used as a
photometric standard. The photos of the corona were of god
quality; those of the moon were overdeveloped. The MO-2 nicr'o-
photometer was used for measurements. Isophotes of the corona
are presented. The data indicate that the surface brightness
of the corona changes to a great degree with distance and posi-
tion angle. The polar zones differ appreciably with respect to
brightness from sectors of the corona'occupied by bright rays.
A distinct shift of coronal fans to the northern solar hemi-
sphere is noted.
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The mean brightness facto. of luna fo-mations 'fio tiQY
from L. N. Radlova's catalog. Computations are presented show-
ing the integral brightness of the corona on 15 Feb 1961 to be
about the same as during the eclipses of 25 Feb 1952 and 30 June
1954.

Authors' Association: Department of Astronomy and Geodesy,
Ural State University.

10) Mamedov, S. G. On the physical nature of the weak chromo-
spheric flare of 8 September 1960. I. Solnec; !yye dannyye
1962 g.: Byulleten', no. 5, 1962, 54-63.

In an earlier paper (reference given) the populations of the
levels of hydr-ogen atoms in the line of sight in the emission
layers of the weak chromospheric flare of 8 September 1960 were
given. The populations of the levels of hydcogen atoms arrived
at by Sobolev (reference given) through the solution of steady-
state equations are found to disagree with the values obtained
by the author. Stepped transitions between the upper JL:vels,
when there are electron collisions of the first and second kinds,
had not been taken into account, owing to the lack of data on
the cross sections of these transitions. On the basis of data
on the cross sections, provided by MuCoyd, Mifford, ,nd Wahl
(reference given), steady-state equations for the hydrogen
levels are again derivd, this time takin6 into account the
stepped transitions betuecn the upper levels and the influence
of electron collisions. Equations are set up for the 4th, 5th,
6th, and 7th levels; results are presented in tabu!r form.

Authorts Association: Shemakha Astrophysical Os rvatory,
Azerbaydhzari Academy of Sciences.

11) Orlov, P. P. Observations of solar Andt1 in 1o.,.
on 15 February 1961 with a gas-discharge Co0TOLu,.. 1N.
Vsesoyuznoye astronomo-geodesicheAskoye obshchu ivc.
Byulleten', no. 32( .9), 1962., 4i5-. -, (4V752

The author describes the use of the MC-9 clas co..,tcl, in
conjunction. with the photocell of the D-16 luxieter to measure
illumination during the eclipse of 15 February 1961. Illumina-
tion values (in' luxes) are presented In tabular form.

Author's Association: Volgograd Branch, Al]-1 or,-lo Aa L-do-
nomical and Geodetic Society.
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12) Popovici, Clin, and Vasile Dinulescu. Activity of the
photosphere in the period 1955-1961. Studii 9i cerceta'ri
astronomie 9i seismologie, v. 7, no. 1, 1962, 111-139.

Solar photospheric activity in the period July 1955 to
June 1961 was studied on the basis of observational data ob-
tained at the Bucharest and other observatories. Solar activ-
ity was measured by Wo~f numbers reduced to the Zrich system,
spot areas, the number of spot groups, the latitudinal displace-
ment of spots, etc.

Rounded mean Wolf numbers for 3, 5, and 1.2 consecutive
months were used to determine the date of maximum of the 19th
cycle. The average for the 12-month interval yields 15 March
1958 (1958, 25) as the day of maximum. This is quite close to
the values obtained by Waldmeier (1958, 2-) and Mueller (1958,
14).

This date was not accepted, however, since it was displaced
along the descending branch of the cuive of solar activity. The
reapon for the shift is to be found in the existence of two
secondary maxima. (1 Sep 1958 and 1 Jan 1959), in addition to
the main maximum of 1 Oct 1957 - a fact observed on the curve
of monthly means. For this reason the authors chose to estab-
lish the mean for a shorter interval, viz., 5 or 3 months; the
date found was 15 Nov 1957 (1957, 9). It' is noted that the dates
of maximum and minimum can not be established with an accuracy
exceeding one month, owing to the period of synodic solar rota-
t±on.

On the basis of the number of spot groups in the hemispheres,
the conclusion is drawn that the northern hemisphere in the
period 1955-1961 was characterized by greater activity than-the
southern, with the exception of 1957, inasmuch as the average
latitude of the groups in the southern hemisphere was less than
in the northern. These peculiarities are associated with the
earlier appearance of the maximum in the southern hemisphere
and to the p)?edominance of activity in the northern hemisphere
during this period, with the exception of 1957.

Cycle 19 is characterized by an exceptionally high Wolf num-
ber (R = 227 from the mean monthlies in Bucharest), as well as
by the continuance of solar activity at a high level for a long
time (the mean yearly Wolf number exceeded 150 in 1957, 1958,
and 1959).

The exceptionally intensive character of cycle 19 canrc be
explained by the profusion of spot groups with small surfaces,
since the "surface-mean yearly Wolf number" ratio for the given
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cycle has a value of 16.1, i.e., quite close to the mean value
16.7 of this ratio obtained by Waldmeier.

The cycle does not support the "explosion" theory (Wald-
meier), inasmuch as the mean latitudes of the spots in the
epoch of the maximum, with 50 revolutions before and 50 revolu-
tions after this epoch, were less than assumed on the basis of
the average monthly Wolf number (RM = 201.5 in Zirich). Further,
this cycle does not support the relationships found by Xanthakis,
yielding maximal area on the entire solar surface or the hemi-
spheres as a function of the time of ascension. It is noted in
conclusion that solar activity must be studied by hemispheres,
and that a parameter must be found which can define solar activ-
ity with the greatest possible accuracy, something the Wolf num-
ber is unable to do.

There are 15 references.

13) Rakhubovskiy, A. S., and Ye. I. Didychenko. Solar flares
observed at the Main Astronomical Observatory of the
Ukraiiiian Academy of Sciences from 1957 through*1960.
IN: Akademiya nauk Ukrainskoy SSR. Glavnaya astronomiche-
skaya observatoriya. Izvestiya, v. 4, no. 2, 1962, 77-112.

QBl.A17652

Observations of the chromosphere on the AFR-2 telescope in
line Ha has served as a basis for compiling a catalogue of
flares for the period 1957-1960. From July through Nov 1957
the chromosphere was patrolled visually and photographically.
Photos were made with an exposure interval of 10 minutes, using
the "Zorkiy" camera. Starting in Nov 1957, motion pictures were
made of the chromosphere, using the KS-50B camera and standard
35-mm panchromatic film of high sensitivity. The flare-impor-
tance scale compolsed the following values: 1-, 1, 1+, 2, 2+,
3, 3+,' the readings were determined on the basis of brightness
and area. The distribution of flares by scale value is shown
in tabulair form. It is seen that the greatest number of obser-
vations each year occurs in the period May-Oct. Flares appeared
less often in 1959-1960 than in 1957-1958. Flares ranging from
1- to 1+ occurred most often. more powerful flares of 2 and
above were quite rare, on the average of once every 30-40 patrol
hours. The mean area of flares is seen to change quarterly, but
on the average remains almost unchanged in a year.

Study of flare distribution with respect to distance from
the center of the disk indicates that the majority of flarc-
are observed in the central "zone. Apparently, the number of
flares observed per unit of solar surface follows a definite
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law in its dependence on the (istance from the center of the
disk. However, attempts to fix this law by correlating the
nuifber of flares observed with distance from the center were
unsuccessful, since the frequtency of flare appearance is
also subject to the law of spot distribution by latitudinal
zones.

The number of small flares is observed to increase near
the central meridian. The visibility factor is taken into
account here. The number of flares was the same in the east-
ert apd western hemispheres. The distribution of flares with
respect to latitudV shows that the frequency of ap?,-arance in
the second half of 1957 and 1958 was the same in thee northern
and southern hemispheres. In 1959 and 1960, however, a slarp
increase of flares in the northern hemisphere was observe4.
These results are shown graphically. It is also seen tha. in
the northern hemisphere the z.one of flare appearance gradially
shifts towards the equator. In the soutkhern hemisphere in
1958 the flare zone shifted sharply towamnds the' equator, then
stabilized between 5 and 250. The northern hemisphere was ob-
served to be more active in 1959, the southern in 1958.

A 30-page catalogue providing data on 554 flare observa-
tions is anne:ed, Data presented include: flare number;
date; timl: of ona,.tt ed, and maximums latitudinal and longi-
tudinal coordlinutes; scale reading; distance of flare from
center of disk, in decimal friactiofts of radius; area of the
flare in millionth parts of the solar disk; area of the flare
corrected for t&e projQction effect, expressed in square degrees;
flare intensity in units of continuous-spectrum intensity near
the H. line; and notes on the conditions and character of flare
development.

1) Sevcrnyy, A. B. Aonstationary proceoses in solar magnetic
fields. Th. genoration of flares and heating of fadulae.
IN Akaduimya nauk SSSR. Kxymskaya astrofizicheskaya ob-
soervatoriya. Ivostiya, v. 2(, l9r 2, 71-109.

Q2Wi. A176 2

The e is observational evidence that flares appear in neu-
tral points of manetic fields and that the surrounding magnetic
fields arc changed in compaeison with the state before and after
the flare (changes of field s3';ength, gradients and reirrange-
ment of magne'i3 hills), altnou1i ill the vegio-Li of the flare
itself there are no appreciablc changeo of tle field after the
onset of -ho flaroe. There is also some evidence of very 1x i
changes of the surr'ounding field during tne phase of develop-
ment of the flare. H, films and spectra of limb flarcs and of
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moustaches show the rapid formation of cumulative ejections
with a velocity gradient along the Jet. Comparison of the
spectra of flares and of laboratory pinch in hydrogen shows
the possible dependence of the mechanism of line-emission
broadening in flares on the direction between the jet and the
line of sight. Automodel contraction and heating of solar
plasma, initially in equilibrium near the neutral point, dur-
ing the rapid and slow growth of external magnetic fields of
sunspots are considered. It is shown that contraction may be
violent and rapid, leading to the formation of shock waves
converging to the neutral point and producing intensive heat-
ing of plasma even at a comparatively moderate increase of
the external magnetic field. The process can be accompanied
by ejections in the direction perpendicular to contraction.
Ohmic losses are shown to be important for the slow heating
of faculae. (Author's abstract)

15) Shpital'naya, A. A. Method of determining the true profile
of the green coronal line. I. Case of the Doppler profile.
Solnechnyye dannyye 1962 g.: Byulleten', no. 4, 1962,
81-91.

The author proposes a method which makes it possible to
determine the true profile of the green coronal line 5302.86 A
by comparing the observed form of the profile with that of the
Fraunhofer line (5302.31 A) which distorts it. The method con-
sists in the superposition of the most probable Doppler profile
of the coronal line and the Doppler profile of the absorption
line 5302.31 A (the cases of non-Doppler and asymmetrical pro-
files are to be discussed in a later paper). The comparison
reveals differences between the two profiles. The "red" wing
of the absorption line 5302.31 A begins to distort the center
of the profile of the coronal line at a distance of 0.4 A from
the beginning of the wavelength reading, i.e., beginning at
5302.71 A.

16) Slonim, Yu. M. Relationship between chromospheric flares
and prominences in active regions. Astronomicheskiy
zhurnal, v. 39, no. 5, 1962, 798-812. QBI.A47.

On the basis of observations made in the Tashkent Astro-
nomical Observatory in 1959-1960, chromospheric flares are ex-
amined in their relation to prominences. -A close genetic re-
lationship between flares and prominences is seen for several
reasons: 1) the similarity between the spectra of flares c.2
prominences near spots; 2) the observed tendency of flares to
propagate along the trajectories of active filaments (this
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phenomenon is attributed to the inflow into the center of the
flare, or ejection from it, of jets of class III prominences);
3) the fact that flares and prominences accompany each other
even when the process occurs far from an active region. Strong
ejections of chromospheric matter, observed as eruptive prom-
inences or the sudden disappearance of elongated stationary
filaments, are also accompanied by flares.

The character of flare development corresponds to that of
the accompanying prominences. In the case of rapid ejections
of chromospheric matter the flare is of the short impulse type;
in the case of a slow outflow of chromospheric matter it is of
the prolonged emission burst type; in the case of coronal in-
flows - a prolonged pulsating type of flare, which is in good
agreement with the delayed and intermittent development of'these
prominences. The relationship is further confirmed by the fact
that flares characterized by plasma movement repeat the usual
forms of spot prominences, especially the typical loop struc-
tures.

It is concluded that the relationship between flares and
prominences is not trivial, but very close. I is possible
that flares and prominences should be viewed merely as differ-
ent stages, phases, and degrees of a single disturbance involv-
ing the upper layers of the sun.

Author's Association: Tashkent Astronomical Observatory.

17) Sobolev, V. M. On He II emission in A 4686 in chromo-
spheric flares. Solnechnyye dannyye 1962 g.: Byulleten',
no. 3, 1962, 69-72.

According to Steshenko and Khokhlova (reference given),
the observed profile of A 4686 consists of two components,
the distance between whose centers is of the order of 0.4 A.
The rctio of intensity of the weaker component (designated as
I) to the stronger (designated as II) is 0.38. To explain the
mechanisp of excitation, Steshenko and Kokhlova derived steady-
state equations for the third and fourth levels of He II and
solved them, assuming ne = 1013 and Te = 25,000

0 K. They fur-
ther assumed that self-absorption of flare radiation in line
La of hydrogen plays a role in the excitation of the fourth
level of He II. They found that under these conditions it is
possiblu to explain the observed intensity values of A 4648.
It is suggested, however, that steady-state equations be solved
separately for each sublevel, examining the different mechar sms
of excitation, with a view to evaluating the role of the dif-
ferent processes determining the excitation of line A 4648.
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Analysis of the flare of 14 Sep 1958 indicates that the excita-
tion was chiefly the result of electron shock and recombination.
Several conclusions are drawn from tabular data introduced by
the author. At Te - 20,000* the ratio of intensities of com-
ponents I and II is unexpectedly great, so that in regions of
A 4686, Te>20,000. This ratio decreases with increased T
The same pattern is observed with increased ne. At Te 96,0000
this ratio is almost independent of the value of T, which is
the measure of intensity of La radiation. This indicates the
predominant role played by electron shock and recombination.

18) Teryayeva, M. S. On the possibility of the existence of
two components in the spectrum of prominence-ejections.
Solnechnyye dannyye 1962 g.: Byulletent,no.5,1962,63-67.

It was shown in determining the populations of the second
level n of the hydrogen atom for prominence-ejections that the
spectrai lines consist of two components. Equations used to
determine n% for prominence-ejections are presented. Results
indicate that the ratio of the values of the intensities of the
two line profiles of the hydrogen Balmer series is a constant.
This fact is the basis of the method of determining the factor
of self-absorption for prominences. In order to compute n2 the
Doppler half-width of the line profile must also be known. This
may be determined 1) directly from the true H line contour, or
2) on the basis of the Doppler half-width of the Hb line profile.
It is shown that on the average the spectral line H of promi-
nence-ejections is about one and a half times wider than line
Ha constructed on the basis of line profile H6. It is supposed
that the spectral lines of the Balmer series of hydrogen of
prominence-ejections consist of two components, a nucleus and a
tail. The nucleus component has a more sloping decrement of
intensities than the tail, which is practically absent in line
H6.

Author's Association: Main Astronomical Observatory,
Academy of Sciences Ukr.SSR.
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